Most of the complex traits including aging phenotypes are caused by the interaction between genome and environmental conditions and the interface of epigenetics may be a central mechanism. Although modern technologies allow us high-throughput profiling of epigenetic patterns already at genome level, our understanding of genetic and environmental influences on the epigenetic processes remains limited. Twins are of special interest for genetic studies due to their genetic similarity and rearing-environment sharing. The classical twin design has made a great contribution in dissecting the genetic and environmental contributions to human diseases and complex traits. In the era of functional genomics, the valuable sample of twins is helping to bridge the gap between gene activity and the environments through epigenetic mechanisms unlimited by DNA sequence variations. We propose to extend the classical twin design to study the aging-related molecular epigenetic phenotypes and link them with environmental exposures especially early life events. Different study designs and application issues will be highlighted and novel approaches introduced with aim at making uses of twins in assessing the environmental impact on epigenetic changes during development and in the aging process.
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Introduction
The human life expectancy experienced a remarkable increase during the last century with an unprecedented gain in the developed world (Christensen et al., 2009 ) and similar improvement has been observed or expected in the developing countries. At the same time, researches have shown even larger improvement in health expectancy than in lifespan (Jeune and Brønnum-Hansen, 2008; Robine, 2006) . These phenomena suggest the important role of improving environment in determining individual health status and survival. Although social-economic development and consequently advances in biomedical technology together with improved healthcare and disease treatment can be considered in explaining these changes, studying the biological mechanism of how environmental attributes affect individual health is of central importance to public health. In the literature, recent studies have shown that the impact of environmental factors can be acquired via the epigenome or genome in epigenetics (Fraga et al., 2005; Wong et al., 2005; Poulsen et al., 2007; Szyf et al., 2008; Ling and Groop, 2009; Tan et al., 2010; Petronis, 2010) , one of the current topics in cancer and complex disease studies drawing active research. Although the molecular evidences are interesting and current techniques such as those offered by Affymetrix and Illumina allow genome-wide epigenetic (DNA methylation) profiling, identifying and understanding the epigenetic patterns under a given genetic predisposition and environmental exposures impose new challenges to traditional epidemiology both in experimental design and in methodological issues.
Twins are of special interest for genetic studies due to their genetic similarity and rearing-environmental sharing. The last century witnessed successful uses of twins in exploring the genetic and environmental contributions to human diseases and other complex traits like, e.g. life span and aging. The twin design makes use of the unique genetic make-ups in twins and infers the genetic importance in human diseases or traits. By comparing phenotype correlation in identical or monozygotic (MZ) and fraternal or dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs, various genetic and environmental components can be assessed using the classical twin design. For example, the heritability for human lifespan was estimated about 25% using Danish twins (Herskind et al., 1996; Hjelmborg et al., 2006) meaning that about one quarter of the human life span variation can be accounted for by genetic factors. In our recent review (Tan et al., 2010) , the use of twins in functional genomic studies of human complex diseases has been summarized and new approaches that expand the traditional twin design to molecular genetic studies proposed. Here, we emphasize the novel use
